
Famous Italian people 
 

History 

Christopher Columbus 
Explorer and navigator Christopher Columbus was 

born in 1451 in the Republic of Genoa. Columbus 
first went to sea as a teenager, participating in 

several trading voyages in the Mediterranean and 

Aegean seas. 

 
One such voyage, to the island of Khios, in modern 

day Greece, brought him the closest he would come 

to Asia. Rejected by the Portuguese king for a three-

ship voyage of discovery, Columbus took his plan 
first to Genoa and then to Venice but was rejected 

there too. Then he went to Isabella of Castille and 

Ferdinand of Aragon, in 1486. Their nautical experts 

were sceptical and initially, Columbus was rejected. 
 

But he continued to lobby the royal court and then they accepted. 

In august of 1492 Columbus weighed anchor from Spain with three vessels Santa 

Maria, Pinta and Niña. The journey lasted 36 days. When he set foot he 

encountered a timid but friendly group of natives who were open to trade with 
the sailors exchanging glass beads, cotton balls, parrots and spears. He died on 

20 May 1506 at the age of 54 years in Valladolid. 

He is famous for his discoveries for examples the new world. After his discoveries 

started the colonialism, but the most important contribution to the “Old world” 
from the “New world” was that the natives were known many plants unknowns 

such: crops, potatoes, tomatoes, tobacco, cacao and other. 

 
I looked for some information here: www.biography.com 

 

Leonardo da Vinci 
Leonardo Da Vinci was a very 

talented man of Renaissance, he 

was a painter, a sculptor, an 
architect, and a musician but, the 

most important, he was one of the 

biggest scientist and inventor of his 

time. He was born 15 April 1452 in 

the centre of Europe exactly outside 
Vinci near the city of Florence, Italy. 

He was the "illegitimate" son of Ser 

Pierro da Vinci, a legal specialist, 

and Caterina, a peasant girl. During 
his childhood, he was smart, quick 

at arithmetic and was very adroit for music. He developed his talents with a tutor. 

At age of 17, he began his career of painter helped by the instructions of Andra 

http://www.biography.com/


del Verrocchio, an artist, sculptor, painter, artisan and goldsmith. He used his 

high standard science to improve his paintings. He had an incredible singing 

voice and he learned the lyre. Even though he was rather kind and likeable, he 

had few close friends during his whole life. Later, during his apprenticeship period, 
he started appreciating more inventing of machines as the helicopter, submarine 

and diving suit. For some years, from 1478 to 1482, he got his own studio. From 

this he became the court artist of Ludovico Sforza, the Duke of Milan; where he 

lived for 17 years. There he hadn't been only the personal artist for the Duke 
but he did also different jobs as designing artillery and planning river system 

diversions for the city. He spent the rest of his life in Rome, here he was hosted 

by Guiliano de Medici until his death on May 2, 1519. 

 
I looked for some information: http://www.leonardo-da-vinci.ch/biography 

 

 

 Antonio Meucci 
Antonio Meucci, an Italian scientist, was 
born in Florence on 13 April 1808. His 

family was poor: he couldn't complete his 

studies at the Academy of Fine Arts and 

began working very young; he performed 
various professions, from employee 

customs officer, to theatrical mechanic. In 

the theatre met Ester Mochi who would 

become his wife. 

 
In 1850 he moved to the United States, 

settling in the city of New York. 

Meucci was studying telephone for a while, 

when the invention was completed in 1856 
with the creation of a first model: the need 

is to put on his office with the bedroom of 

his wife, who was affected with a serious 

illness. 
The scientist, Meucci, had great ideas, but there weren't economic means to 

support them. He looked for financings from wealthy families in Italy, but he 

didn't get desired results. 

Meucci didn't give up and in 1871 he decided to seek a patent for his invention, 

which he calls "teletrofono" but the economic problem recurred. 
In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell presented the patent for his telephone. 

In the following years, Meucci tried to claim authorship of the invention. 

Later Meuccwas sponsored by the Globe Company, which undertook a lawsuit 

with the Bell Company for infraction of the patent. 
The lawsuit ended on 19 July 1887: a judgment recognized the invention of the 

telephone to Bell.  

Antonio Meucci died when he was 81. 

 
For over a century Alexander Graham Bell was considered the inventor of the 

telephone. On 11 June 2002 the US Congress officially recognized Antonio 

http://www.leonardo-da-vinci.ch/biography


Meucci as the first inventor of the telephone. 

Meucci described in this way the 

phone <<It consists of a vibrating 

diaphragm and a magnet electrified by 
a spiral wire which surround it (the 

diaphragm). When the diaphragm 

vibrates, it alters the magnetic 

current. These modifications, once 
they are transmitted on the other 

end of the wire, they give vibrations to 

thediaphragm and reproduce the 

words. " 
Initially, the phone was an essential 

tool to few (busy and important 

people). It made users constantly 

tracked in real time. 

After the First World War, people start 
using the phone not just for business but also for conversation. 

The important growth occurs around the 60s and 70s. Probably, this was caused 

by the improvement of the equipment and the telephone network, they 

introduced various comforts. 
Meucci's biography shows that his life wasn't easy at all and he often had 

economic difficulties. For this reason, for many years he wasn't recognized as 

the author of one of the most sensational inventions of 1900.  

I think there isn't better representation of our country to a man who never gave 
up, who fought for what he believed in until last years of his life. 

 
I looked for some information at: 

http://biografieonline.it/biografia.htm?BioID=1201&biografia=Antonio+Meucci 
http://www.benessere.com/psicologia/arg00/dipendenza_telefonino.htm 

http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2001/gennaio/25/Garibaldi_Meucci_insieme_New_York_co_0_010125551.shtml 

 

 

Politics 

Matteo Renzi 
Matteo Renzi is an Italian politician 

who has been Prime Minister of Italy 
since 22 February 2014 and the 

Secretary of the Democratic Party 

At the age of 39, he was the the 

youngest person to become Prime 
Minister of Italy since unification in 

1861. 

He was born the 11 January 1975 in 

Florence, Tuscany. He is the second of 
four children. Tiziano Renzi, his father, 

was a Christian Democratic municipal 

councillor in Rignano sull'Arno. Matteo 

studied at the liceo classico Dante Alighieri in Florence. In 1999 he graduated 
from the University since 15 December 2013.of Florence with a degree in law. 

http://biografieonline.it/biografia.htm?BioID=1201&biografia=Antonio+Meucci
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On March 27 Renzi met the president of the United States, Barack Obama, during 

his presidential trip in Rome. Obama said that he has been impressed by the 

reforms that the Italian government wants to undertake. Obama is considered 

by Renzi an example for his policy. They kept in contact and Renzi supported the 
military intervention against the Islamic state giving troops and aircrafts. 

 

Matteo Renzi criticized the measures imposed by Angela Merkel in the Eurozone. 

with the Conservative Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, David Cameron, 
demanded the cessation of the austerity and the creation of a new policy focused 

on economic growth and sustainability. 

 

 
I looked for some information on Wikipedia and 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/italy/10972736/Italians-mock-Prime-
Minister-Matteo-Renzi-for-awful-English.html 

 

 

Giorgio Napolitano 
Giorgio Napolitano was born in Naples. In 1942, he 

matriculated at the University. He adhered to the 
local University Fascist Youth where he met his core 

group of friends, who shared his opposition 

to Italian fascism. 

First elected to the chamber of deputies in 1953, he 
took an assiduous interest in parliamentary life, and 

was President of the Chamber of Deputies from 

1992 to 1994. Napolitano was elected on 10th 

may  in the fourth round of voting the first of those 

requiring only an absolute majority, unlike the first 
three which required two-thirds of the votes with 

543 votes. 

Giorgio Napolitano is an Italian politician who has been the 11th president of 

Italy since 2006. He is the longest-serving President in the history of Italy as a 
republic. At the age of 80, he became the first former Communist to become 

President of Italy. Napolitano was appointed a senator for life in 2005 by 

President Carlo azelio Ciampi. In May 2006, he was elected by parliament as 

President of Italy.  
He's married to Clio Bittoni and they have two children. 

Napolitano dreamed of being an actor and spent his early years performing in 

several productions at the Teatro Mercadante. 

He'll step down the 14 January 2015. 
 

I looked for some information on Wikipedia. 
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Music 

Tiziano Ferro 
Tiziano Ferro was born in Latina 

on the 21st of February 1980. 

Since 2005 he moved to London. 
Successfully passed the scientific 

maturity, he attended two 

different universities: a year of 

engineering and another of 
communication sciences, both in 

Rome. Much more profitable are 

his musical studies: 7 years of 

guitar, 1 of drums and two of 

piano. 
In 1996, aged 16, he entered the local gospel choir, which helped him out in 

improving his vocal skills and pushed him to better know the black music. 

During the two following years, he enrolled into the Sanremo Song Academy. 

Tiziano's performance attracted the attention of the producers Mara Majonchi 
and Alberto Salerno, who offered him a deal and started to work together. 

In 2001, Tiziano signed a deal with EMI and in July of the same year he released 

his first single ever: the title of this single is "Perdono" and in matter of two 

months he finds himself on top of both the Italian singles sales chart and the 
airplay. 

In 2010 his coming out shocked a lot of people, but his career wasn't touched 

because of his talent. 

This year he is going to do an italian tour called "The best of Tiziano Ferro" and 

he'll go to a lot of important city like Milan or Bologna. 
 

He's a pop singer and his most famous songs are: 

-Sere Nere 

-Ti scatterò una foto 
-Il regalo mio più grande 

-La differenza fra me e te 

-L'amore è una cosa semplice 

The lyrics of his songs often talk about love and feelings, and I think that he's 
pretty good at convey emotions and he knows how relate himself with his 

public. I love him so much! 

 

Maybe you can check some songs and enjoy it! 
 

I looked for some information at: www.ticketone.it 
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Jovanotti 
 

Jovanotti  is the stage name of the italian singer-songwriter Lorenzo Cherubini. 

Lorenzo Cherubini was born on 27 September 1966 in Rome, but he spent part 

of his childhood in his parents' hometown, Cortona, in Tuscany. In 1985 he 
moved to Milan. Two years later, during the summer of 1987, while he was 

playing a DJ set in Palinuro, 

(a village in Campania) he 

met the record producer and 
talent scout Claudio 

Cecchetto, who proposed 

him to start working 

together. That same year 
Jovanotti released his first 

single, "Walking," and he 

started working as a DJ for 

one of the most prominent 

national radio stations, 
Radio DeeJay, which was 

founded by Cecchetto five 

years earlier. Jovanotti 

gradually departed from his 
mix of hip hop, rap and disco, 

taking in funk, world music and even classical arrangements and ska ( a music 

genre originated in Jamaica) influences. His musical influences changed, so also 

his lyrics, which over time began to assume philosophical and religious address 
and they were also about political issues, which are more typical of the Italian 

songwriter tradition. Most of his songs are sang in Italian; he also released a 

Spanish-language greatest hits album and he composed some short songs in 

English and French.  His most famous songs are “L'Ombelico del Mondo” and 

“Serenata Rap.” 
I think Jovanotti is a very good singer because when he sings, he transmits to 

the public a lot of feelings like gaiety, happiness, will to live. During his concerts, 

he performs at his best with determination and vitality. For this reason, he is 

loved by every age. Moreover, in every concerts, he always wears fantastic 
dresses decorated with shiny sequins or gaudy colours. 

 
I looked for some information on Wikipedia. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Andrea Bocelli 
 

Andrea Bocelli is a tenor singer who has had great popular success and is known 

for his work with Luciano Pavarotti. 

Andrea Bocelli was born on September 22, 1958 in Lajatico in Tuscany, Italy. He 
became interested in music at an early 

age and as a child, he learned to play 

the piano, flute and saxophone. Visually 

impaired from birth, Bocelli became 
blind at the age of 12 following a soccer 

injury. 

Bocelli had his first taste of success in a 

singing competition in 1970. He 
continued to hone his talent, studying 

voice with Luciano Bettarini. At 

Universitiy of Pisa, Bocelli studied law. 

But he didn’t abandon his music. 

Bocelli competed in the Sanremo 
Festival in 1994 and he won the top 

honors in the newcomers’ category. 

 With “Sogno” Bocelli cemented his 

status as an international singing 
sensation. The hit record included a duet with Celin Dion on the song “The 

Prayer”. 

The Italian tenor was 55 years old at the time. 

 
I looked for some information here: http://www.biography.com/people/andrea-bocelli-9216943 

 
Giuseppe Verdi 

 
Giuseppe Verdi was born Giuseppe Fortunino Francesco Verdi on October 10, 

1813, in Le Roncole di Busseto, Parma, Italy. 

His parents were landowners and innkeepers. 
Young Verdi received his first organ lessons at 

the age of 7. He studied composition privately 

with Ferdinando Provesi in Busseto. At age 20 

he moved to Milan to continue his studies, but 
the Conservatory of Music rejected him. Verdi 

took private lessons and associated with 

Milan's cultural milieu in his pursuit of a 

musical career. He was patronized by Antonio 

Barezzi, a merchant, whose daughter, 
Margherita, was Verdi's student and later 

became his wife. 

His first opera, Oberto (1839), was a 

successful production by Milan's Theatro La 
Scala. While Verdi continued working on his 

second opera, his wife and two children died. 

http://www.biography.com/people/andrea-bocelli-9216943


The second opera failed, and he suffered a depression and vowed to quit musical 

career. La Scala impresario, Merelli, persuaded him to write a third opera. 

Nabucco (1842) made Verdi famous. Verdi's best operas were based on plays by 

Victor Hugo, such as 'Ernani' (1844) and 'Rigoletto' (1851). In 1853 Verdi 's 
masterpiece 'La Traviata' was produced in Venice. 

In 1861 Verdi wrote 'La forza del destino' commissioned by the Imperial Theatre 

in St. Petersburg, Russia, upon the recommendations by Aleksandr Borodin. It 

was performed with great success in 1862, and became part of a standard 
operatic repertoire ever since. His grand-opera 'Aida' (1871) was premiered in 

Cairo as part of the celebrations of the opening of the Suez Canal, and became 

an instant success. In his later operas Verdi turned from the style of Bel Canto 

to more expressive music and orchestration, like in 'Otello' (1887), based on the 
eponymous play by Shakespeare. Verdi's last and musically most brilliant, rich 

and expressive opera, 'Falstaff' (1893), was based on the Shakespeare's play 

"The Merry Wives of Windsor" in the adaptation of Victor Hugo. 

 

Verdi's musical success coincided with the political events of Italian unification 
during the Austrian occupation. The 'Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves' from his 

opera 'Nabucco' (1842), became a popular song among supporters of Italian 

unification. Many of his opera performances were used by the supporters of 

Victor Emmanuel to shout "Viva Verdi" as a code name for a secret unification 
message. The name Verdi was used as acronym for "Vittorio Emanuele Re 

D'Italia" - Victor Emmanuel, King of Italy. Such a code enabled clandestine 

partisans of Victor Emmanuel, then the King of Sardinia, to gain more 

supporters in Milan which eventually led to the unification of Italy. Verdi was 
aware that his popular operas and his name was used as a political tool. 

Austrian censorship was powerless. 

 

Verdi's music was used in hundreds of film scores. His operas has been the 
staples of operatic repertoire. His canzonas "La donna è mobile" from opera 

'Rigoletto' (1851) and "Libiamo ne'lieti calici" (Drinking song) from 'La Traviata' 

(1853) has been popular concert numbers in performances by the three 

tenors:Luciano Pavarotti,Plácido Domingo and José Carreras. 
 

I looked for some information at: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0006333/bio 
 

 
Film 

Marcello Mastroianni 
Marcello Mastroianni was born the 28 September 1924 

and he died the 19 December 1996. 

He was one of the most important Italian film actor. 

He worked with a lot of important people such as 
Sophia Loren and Federico Fellini. With Sophia Loren 

he did “Yesterday, today and tomorrow” and “Marriage 

Italian-style”. With Federico Fellini did “The sweet life” 

and “8 1\2”.He won a lot of prime like Prix 
d'interprétation masculine and he was candidate for 

three time at the Oscar for the best actor with three 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0401076?ref_=nmbio_mbio
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0097164?ref_=nmbio_mbio
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http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0004881?ref_=nmbio_mbio
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0007168?ref_=nmbio_mbio
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0006333/bio


famous film:” Divorce Italian-style”, “A particoular day” and “Oci ciornie”. 

He was born in Fontana Liri, province Frosinone. His father was Ottone 

Mastroianni and his father was Ida Irolle. He grew up in Turin and in Rome. 

He debut in 1948 with The Miserable line from a novel by Victor Hugo. Since he 
was young,  he worked a lot and he did a lot of show until when in the 1958 he 

had the definitive affirmation with “The usual strange” and “Adua and the mates”. 

He received the silver tatape in 1961. 

In his carrier, he played most of 140 films reveal himself a very good 
commentator of the most important and different rules: from sentimental 

comedy to the drama, from satire of habit to historic film. He contributed to 

know and love the Italian cinema in the world. 

I think he can represent our country because in his films he described the Italian 
style and the Italian characters in the period from 1958 to 1988. I think he is 

important because he performed important Italian character and in his films he 

described Italy en general. 

 
I looked for some information at: 

 
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcello_Mastroianni 

http://biografieonline.it/biografia.htm?BioID=290&biografia=Marcello+Mastroianni 

http://www.mymovies.it/critica/persone/?a=1181 
 

http://www.mymovies.it/filmografia/?a=1181 
 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000052/news?ref_=nm_nwr_1#ni58146522 
 

http://www.cineblog.it/post/315433/marcello-mastroianni-curiosita-filmografia-e-amori 

 

 
 
Raoul Bova 
He was born on August 14th,in 1971 in 

Rome but his parents are from 
Calabria and Campania . He has two 

sisters who he is close to. His passion 

in his youth was swimming and he 

became a champion at 16. He 

performed his military duty in the 
“Bersaglieri" because  his career 

expressed success and he studied at 

the ISEF but didn't finish in order to 

begin an acting career. His first role was in "Una storia italiana", a TV movie, and 
his debut in cinema was in "Piccolo grande amore" by Carlo Vanzina.  He quickly 

became a star in Italy also because he played in movies like ‘ Scusa ma ti chiamo 

amore’, a very famous movie in Italy, or ’15 seconds’ which is against the death 

penalty (and other movies). 
Even if Raoul is famous because of his career in cinematography, he Is known 

also as a very kind person, in fact in 2007, he participated with Roberto Benigni  

(an Italian famous actor) and Francesco Totti (a football player) to a calendar of 
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AIPD, to help down people, and he posed for this with young down people. Raoul 

Bova participated also to “Derbies of the heart “,played from the Rome football 

team and the Lazio football team, and to “ the match of the heart” in aid of 

different charities and of voluntary associations. 
He also created with Sergio De Caprio (also called ‘Capitano Ultimo’)the 

Foundation  Capitano Ultimo Onlus in aid of the mystique park to promote legality. 

On October 15th in 2010 Raoul Bova was nominated as ambassador of good will. 

I think he could represent Italy because he is known for his goodness and not 
only for his career and his cleverness. Maybe there are other people that are 

more important than him but if we think what he did we can say that he deserves 

that the world knows him. 

 
I looked for some information at: www.mymovies.it , www.imdb.com and on Wikipedia. 

 

Christian De Sica 
 

Christian De Sica was born in Rome the 5th 
January 1951. He's an actor, director and 

scriptwriter. After attending “Liceo Classico” 

in Rome, he worked in a hotel in Venezuela, 

where he began his career as an artist. 
At first, he was attracted by music and 

participated in the Sanremo Festival singing 

“Mondo mio”. 

 

 
 

Then he developed his own style of comedy and entertainment also in RAI 

television shows, as “Bambole, non c'è una lira” (Ladies, there are no money), 

which gave him a large success in 1978. 
He's made a series of film about Christmas with another Italian actor, Massimo 

Baldi. As an actor, De Sica has won three David di Donatello awards. As a great 

admirer of Frank Sinatra and above all Marlon Brando, he named his first child 

Brando in honour of the American actor. 
His most famous film are all the films about Christmas and Tourist, with Johnny 

Depp and Angelina Jolie. 

 
I looked for some information on Wikipedia. 

 

 

 
 

We hope you have found this document interesting and that you have enjoyed it! 
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